
  

 
Figure 1: HKU Atlas robot climbing 

rock pile at DRC trials 

 

 

Abstract—Fast valve turning is described using an Atlas 

humanoid robot.  An integrated valve-turning skill is 

presented, which only requires an operator to issue a 

supervisory command to launch valve identification, motion 

planning, biped locomotion and valve manipulation.  Using 

compliant motion control in dual-arm, palmar (non-prehensile) 

manipulation, robust valve turning is achieved at speeds 

comparable to human performance.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Team HKU, based at University of Hong Kong, is 
competing in the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) with a 
Boston Dynamics, Inc. “Atlas” humanoid robot [1].  DARPA 
challenge tasks are detailed in [2].   

The Atlas robot, shown in Fig. 1, was unveiled by Boston 
Dynamics, Inc. in July, 2013.  Only 7 Atlas robots exist: 6 
owned by DARPA, plus the Atlas robot privately acquired by 
the University of Hong Kong.  All Atlas robots were 
delivered equipped with a Carnegie Robotics sensor head.  
For hands, HKU chose the Sandia hands [3].  Atlas's 28 joints 
(not counting the Sandia hands nor the rotating LIDAR on 
the sensor head) are electrohydraulic.   

Team HKU developed all of its robot control software in 

ROS (Robot Operating System) [4].  One of the challenges 

of this competition is to identify and design appropriate user 

interfaces for controlling a robot remotely under restrictions 

of limited communications.   

 
The focus of this paper is on one of the DRC tasks: 

developing a valve-turning skill that requires only low 
bandwidth communications between the robot and a remote 
operator, is fast and reliable, and which is applicable to an 
Atlas robot. Since the DRC trials, Team HKU has pursued 
robot autonomy to achieve much faster and more robust 
valve turning.  While there are strong similarities to the work 
described in [5], both in motivation and approach, the work 
presented herein extends implementation to Atlas robots and 
achieves faster valve turning than previously reported. 

 

II. VALVE-TURNING OVERVIEW 

At the DRC trials in December, 2013, Team HKU's 
performance in valve turning using teleoperation (subject to 
communications throttling) was impractically slow.  Within 
30 minutes, Team HKU was able to turn one simple (lever) 
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valve by 90 deg and turned a valve wheel only part of the 
required 360 degrees.  In contrast, Alunni et al. presented 
experimental results in which a PR-2 robot performed valve 
turning autonomously in approximately 2 minutes [5], which 
strongly motivates the use of more autonomy. 

 

Components 

integrated within 

the valve-turning 

skill include: 

graphical user 

interaction, valve 

identification and 

model fitting, 

world modelling 

and localization, 

approach pose 

planning, footstep 

planning, bipedal 

locomotion, and 

valve turning.  

These components 

are described 

separately below, 

and overall system 

performance is 

discussed in the 

conclusion. 

III. VALVE SENSING AND RECOGNITION 

An essential aspect of autonomous valve operation is 

identification of the valve to be manipulated.  In general, 

automated scene analysis is difficult and error prone, 

whereas humans interpret scenes easily.  This is thus a 

component in which remote operator assistance is highly 

valuable.  In our approach, the remote operator receives a 

view (a snapshot) of a scene and helps identify objects 

interactively.  This interaction is performed specifically in 

the context of valve turning, in which the system assumes it 

should find a valve wheel.   

The sensor head provides 3-D point clouds through two 

means—a rotating Hokuyo LIDAR and stereo vision.  

Figure 2 shows an example scene as displayed to the remote 

operator.  This display combines 2-D and 3-D information.  

The high-resolution, 2-D color image is overlayed with blue-

tinted points that indicate pixels for which the system is able 

to also provide 3-D coordinates, per stereo vision.  Within 

this scene, there is a valve wheel, which is easily identified 

by the operator.  To assist automatic model fitting, the 

operator interacts with the visual display.  The small green 
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rectangle in Figure 2 was entered by the operator using a 

click-drag operation with a mouse.  From this input, the 

system can identify the selected pixel coordinates and can 

look up the affiliated 3-D coordinates.  These coordinates are 

averaged within the selected window to yield reliable 3-D 

coordinates for a region on the rim of the valve wheel.  The 

blue tint helps the operator to assure valid 3-D points exist 

within the selected region.  This operation is performed 

twice more to select a second region on the valve rim and a 

region near the center of the valve.  We measured the 

efficiency of this human interface and found that, given a 

display of the scene, the human operator can identify the 

valve wheel and perform selection of key regions within 

approximately 7 seconds.   

This interface approach differs from that reported in [5], 

which used interactive markers [6] to approximately align a 

model with 3-D data.  Human operator times were not 

reported in [5].  However, in our own experience, we found 

use of 6-D interactive markers within a 3-D display to be 

surprisingly clumsy.  In our own comparison, selecting 

regions by mouse in a 2-D image (from which 3-D is 

inferred) was both faster and more precise than use of 

interactive markers.  Additionally, the present work differs 

slightly from [5] in that we assume an abstracted model—a 

simple disk—instead of a more detailed, a priori model of 

the valve, and thus our interface is applicable to valve 

wheels for which no prior model exists. 

From the three operator inputs, the system can infer a 

good approximation of the size, location and orientation of 

the valve wheel.  With this seed information, a disk is fit to 

the 3-D data, providing more precise valve coordinates, 

including valve center, axis and radius.  For this fitting 

operation, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm is used 

[7], performed using functions from the Point Cloud Library 

(PCL [8]), implemented as a ROS “action server” [9].  Since 

the initial guess for the model fit is quite good, convergence 

of the model fit is fast and reliable (<10msec). 

 
Figure 2: Operator's display of robot's perception.  Color 

camera image is overlayed with blue-tinted points, indicating 

regions in which stereo vision can infer 3-D coordinates.  The 

small green rectangle shows an example of the operator's input, 

involving selection of points on the valve rim. 

Figure 3 shows a second operator view using “Rviz”[3]  

to display LIDAR 3-D points.  A graphical overlay shows 

the computed fit of a model of the valve wheel (a simple 

disk) to the 3-D data.  The operator can view this model fit, 

including rotating the scene in 3-D, to either confirm valid 

interpretation of the data or to edit the result, if necessary.   

The computed valve frame is subsequently expressed with 

respect to a “world” frame in order to perform locomotion 

and manipulation planning.  World-frame localization is 

described next. 

IV. WORLD FRAME LOCALIZATION 

For the purpose of planning and executing locomotion and 

manipulation, it is valuable to express coordinates in a fixed 

“world” frame.  GPS is not an option for indoor operations, 

and one may not assume the indoor environment has been 

instrumented for robot localization.  Atlas’s Inertial 

Measurement Unit (IMU) sensor output, combined with 

kinematics of walking, provide an “odometry” estimate of 

Atlas’s current pose in space, relative to some initial frame 

definition.  However, odometry computations suffer from 

cumulative drift.  Additional sensing of features in the world, 

e.g. using LIDAR and/or vision, is needed to provide drift-

free, absolute localization of the robot in the world.  A 

popular approach to indoor localization is Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM [10]), and variants, 

including Monte-Carlo localization [11].  However, SLAM 

methods are computationally intensive, require substantial 

memory, and converge relatively slowly and inaccurately. 

Faster and more accurate convergence can be achieved with 

lower computational and memory demands by sacrificing 

some generality--specifically, by exploiting use of a world 

model based on extended planar surfaces. For indoor 

models, extended planar surfaces are common, including 

walls, floors, ceilings, doors, tables, desks, etc.   

Our model of the world is represented in terms of 

bounded planes.  Each such plane can be represented 

succinctly, constituting a very compact world model.  

Further, incoming 3-D data can be assigned to one (or none) 

of the model planes in real time as the data streams in, since 

this evaluation is very simple for planes. This operation 

bypasses the slowest aspect of ICP—identifying pairs of 

closest points between data and a model. Subsequently, 

fitting the world model (represented as a set of planar 

surfaces) to 3-D sensor data points can be expressed as a 

system of linear equations, which can be solved 

algebraically for a least-squares fit very rapidly. 

 
Figure 3: Rviz view of robot in front of valve.  Graphical 

overlays indicate model fit to valve and footstep planning to 

reach a computed valve-turning approach 

 



  

 
Figure 4: Rviz display of point cloud from 3-D laser scan 

 

Figure 5: Planar fits of point-cloud data to two walls and floor 

used to define the world frame 

Figure 4 shows a visualization of 3-D data acquired by 

Atlas in our lab.  Figure 5 shows the same data with 3 

colored planes overlayed.  These planes correspond to two 

walls and the floor (three of the surfaces in the world 

model).  Each plane contains a subset of the point-cloud data 

chosen to fit within a small variance from the planar fit.  

These specific three planes intersect at a single point, which 

we define to be the world-frame origin.  The lines formed by 

pairwise plane intersections are used to construct orientation 

vectors for the world frame. 

It should be noted that modelling the environment in 

terms of a relatively small number of bounded planes does 

not require that the planes be unobstructed.  In fact, there is 

extensive clutter on the floor and walls within our 

environment.  Nonetheless, sensor scans provide a large 

number of points that do lie very close to one of the model 

planes.  E.g., on start-up, approximately 500,000 points are 

acquired, of which approximately 20% lie within 1 cm of the 

analytic expression for a planar model of the walls and floor. 

LIDAR points streaming in at 40kHz are evaluated to be 

clustered with one (or none) of the model surfaces in real 

time, enabling world-frame updates (equivalently, odometry-

frame drift corrections) to be performed at 30Hz.  As a 

result, Atlas maintains awareness of his pose in real time 

during bipedal locomotion. 

V. LOCOMOTION PLANNING 

Referring back to Fig 3, the acquired point-cloud data can 

be expressed in world-frame coordinates.  The valve model 

fit is also expressed in this frame, as is the bipedal motion 

plan to approach the valve.   

Figure 3 shows the motion plan for a simple example, 

illustrated in terms of green and blue graphical footprint 

overlays for the left and right feet, respectively.  Since this 

example has uncluttered, level ground between the start pose 

and the manipulation pose, the locomotion planning is 

simple and consumes negligible time (milliseconds). The 

graphical display of Fig 3 enables the remote operator to 

preview the plan and approve or edit it.  This is an 

appropriate use of operator input, since a human can quickly 

and easily evaluate a wide variety of prospective dangers 

that would be very difficult to compute automatically and 

reliably.  Confirmation of the motion plan by the operator 

consumes little time (seconds) but adds considerable value. 

Generation of a motion plan requires specification of a 

goal destination, which should be based on consideration of 

task performance with respect to the identified valve. 

Computation of a desirable valve-turning pose requires 

analysis of manipulation kinematics, which is described 

next. 

VI. MANIPULATION PLANNING 

One of the unexpectedly severe challenges of performing 

manipulation with Atlas is its highly constrained arm 

kinematics.  Atlas’ arms each have 6 degrees of freedom, 

which is the theoretically minimum mobility to solve inverse 

kinematics for 6-DOF hand-pose specifications.  However, 

Atlas’s joint-limit constraints combine to heavily restrict 

achievable hand poses.  Notably, there is no tool-flange 

rotation axis, and this results in solutions that may require 

extreme motions of the elbow orbit.  Also, lack of tool-

flange rotation means there is no spherical wrist 

equivalency, which complicates computation of inverse 

kinematics1.   

As shown in Table 1, which summarizes the arm 

kinematics in terms of Denavit-Hartenberg [12] parameters, 

successive joint axes have non-zero offsets (a-parameters).  

 
1 Boston Dynamics plans to replace Atlas’ arms with a 7-DOF design, 

which will lessen the current, severe kinematic limitations. 

Frame transform d (m) a (m) α (rad) θ (rad) 

Torso to usy 0.079 0.052 7π/6 0 

Usy to shx -0.5172 0.0235 π/2 q1 

Shx to ely 0 0.016 π/2 q2 

Ely to elx -0.306 0.0092 -π/2 q3 

Elx to uwy 0 0.0092 -π/2 q4 

Uwy to mwx -0.306 0.0092 -π/2 q5 

Mwx to flange 0 0 π/2 q6 

Table 1: Denavit Hartenberg parameters for right arm 



  

Lacking a spherical wrist and given the non-zero joint 

offsets, there is no known analytic solution for inverse 

kinematics.  Numerical solutions can lead to numerical 

instability or may converge on one of multiple possible 

solutions.  To address this issue, we developed an 

approximate inverse-kinematic analytic solution, which is 

achieved by ignoring the two shoulder offsets, thus 

approximating the arm as having a spherical shoulder.  The 

analytic formula offers approximate solutions, including 

identifying any/all alternative solutions. Solutions obtained 

by this method match target hand-frame orientations 

identically, but hand-frame origin coordinates are in error on 

average by a standard deviation of 1.8cm.  The analytic 

solutions offer fast, approximate planning, as well as seed 

values for more precise numerical inverse-kinematic 

computations. Using the approximate solutions as initial 

guesses, precise solutions could be found numerically, 

typically requiring not more than 3 iterations of Jacobian 

inverses.   

Figure 6 illustrates an example of Atlas’s manipulability 

constraints, as analyzed with our fast inverse kinematics. In 

this analysis, the objective is to grasp an object on a table at 

pelvis height, approaching from above with the palm normal 

pointing down—a common requirement in manipulation.  

With respect to a gripper frame, the desired palm origin and 

the direction of the palm normal are specified by the task, 

leaving one degree of freedom unspecified. This degree of 

freedom can be expressed (and visualized) in terms of the 

palm-frame y-axis (which must lie in the horizontal plane, 

given palm normal pointing down).  The green vectors 

shown in Fig 6 are gripper-frame y axes, emanating from 

sampled grasp-frame origins.  Each bundle of vectors 

illustrates the range of options for palm rotation about palm 

normal for which inverse kinematic solutions exist within 

the joint limits.  This figure illustrates how highly 

constrained the options are for inverse-kinematic solutions. 

 
Figure 6: Top-down view of reachable grasps at pelvis height 

with palm-normal pointing down.  Green vectors indicate 

viable y-axis directions of the palm grasp frame. 

In the context of the task of valve turning, a human would 

typically perform the task by grasping the rim of the valve 

wheel and rotating the wheel without grasp slip.  The 

resulting trajectory of 6-DOF hand poses required to turn the 

valve in this fashion is fully defined in terms of the valve 

center coordinates, the valve axis direction, and the valve 

radius.  For Atlas’s arms, however, performing no-slip 

manipulation is infeasible.  Rotation of the valve starting 

from an initial grasp pose, and subject to no-slip between 

gripper and valve, is only possible for very small valve 

rotations. Thus, this approach would require regrasping the 

valve a large number of times after each incremental valve 

rotation, which is impractically slow. 

To achieve practical valve turning, the no-slip grasp 

constraint may be relaxed.  Instead, the valve wheel may be 

manipulated using the palms only (non-prehensile 

manipulation).  Desirably, if two hands are positioned on the 

valve wheel diametrically opposed, and if both hands exert a 

radially-inwards force on the valve rim, and if the palm 

origins are commanded to sweep through a circular arc, then 

friction between the valve and the palms can be employed to 

produce the necessary torque to turn the valve wheel.  In this 

approach, it is desirable to keep the palm normals pointed 

radially inwards, although the hand orientations may rotate 

about the palm normals during valve rotation.  The 

manipulation task then constrains 5 degrees of freedom of 

the hand poses, leaving one degree of freedom of null space 

to exploit.  Under these conditions, inverse kinematic 

solutions are achievable for long trajectories (large angles of 

valve turning).  In fact, over much of the turning motion, 

there are multiple (a range of) viable inverse kinematic 

solutions, allowing for optimization of other considerations. 

An optimization condition that we considered was how 

best to use compliant-motion control implemented on a 

subset of joints (the humerus joints only).  For high-speed 

valve turning, we had competing considerations of achieving 

good tracking of the nominal circular trajectory while 

simultaneously exerting radial forces on the valve wheel.  

Generally, position control is better for good tracking, and 

Natural Admittance Control [14] is better for compliant 

interaction.  Building a hybrid position/NAC controller is 

possible [15], but is more complex than necessary for this 

application.  Instead, we chose to control the upper arm 

(humerus joint) under NAC and the remaining joints under 

stiff position control.  This partitioning, however, required 

that the robot’s arm poses be planned such that compliance 

of the humerus would be sufficient to achieve the desired 

radial forces.  To evaluate this condition, we define the 

dimensionless kinematic sensitivity “s” as follows:   

( / )/s q Lhand humerus forearm  r p   

where r  is a unit vector in the radial direction from the 

valve center to the palm contact on the valve rim;  handp is 

the position of the hand’s contact point on the valve rim; 

qhumerus is the angle of the humerus joint (i.e., q3 in Table 

1); and Lforearm is the length of the forearm, from the 

elbow to handp .   

The maximum value of “s” is unity, which occurs when 

an incremental motion of the humerus angle produces the 

maximum possible radial motion of the hand in the direction 

r .  Equivalently (by the duality of effort and flow for the 

manipulator Jacobian), for s near unity, a unit radial force on 

the hand produces the maximum possible torque on the 



  

humerus joint.  It is desirable to design arm poses for the 

valve-turning trajectory that maximize “s” in order for 

compliance in the humerus to be effective in exerting radial 

forces on the valve wheel. 

Figure 7 illustrates our optimization results for valve-

turning motion planning.  The large circle is the 

circumference of the valve wheel. The “x” markers 

correspond to approximate analytic inverse kinematic 

solutions, illustrating the approximation errors relative to the 

desired circular hand motion.  The colored circles are the 

precise solutions, obtained from numerical iterations seeded 

with the approximate solutions.  These circles are partially 

filled to visualize the “s” sensitivity values.  A circle fully 

filled corresponds to maximum sensitivity (s=1), which is 

desirable, and less filling indicates lower sensitivity.  It is 

also desired that the hand motion about the circle should 

sweep out the maximum possible angle.  Large circular 

motions result in fewer required re-grasps and thus faster 

valve turning.   

The solution shown in Fig. 7 has been optimized for large 

range of valve-turning motion with good humerus 

compliance sensitivity (values of s near unity).  The example 

valve had a radius of 23cm and its center was 1m above the 

floor.  Optimization was achieved with Atlas squatting low, 

resulting in the valve axis 0.4m above the pelvis frame, and 

with the pelvis frame displaced 0.6m away from the valve.  

Under these conditions, palmar manipulation was achievable 

with radially-inward palm normal over a valve-rotation 

range in excess of 90-degrees while maintaining good 

sensitivity with respect to humerus compliance.  With this 

plan, 360 deg of valve rotation could be completed in four 

iterations of approach, rotate, and release.  

 
Figure 7: Trajectory optimization for valve turning.  X's 

correspond to approximate analytic IK solutions; circles 

correspond to accurate IK solutions for circular hand motion 

with palm normal pointing radially inwards. Colored filling of 

each circle is proportional to humerus compliance sensitivity at 

that pose. 

Assuming use of manipulation with palms, one can 

optimize the approach pose of Atlas relative to the valve.  

Analyzing valve-turning trajectories with respect to pelvis 

height and axial distance from the valve, it was found that 

greater range of motion of valve turning between regrasps 

(with acceptable s-values) is achieved for valves at relatively 

high elevation with respect to the pelvis (e.g., valve axes 

near shoulder height).  For valves at common heights (e.g., 

1m), Atlas should squat as low as practical for valve turning.  

With respect to approach distance, a nominal distance of 

0.6m (+/- 0.1m) from pelvis to valve center optimizes range 

of motion. 

These conclusions prescribe how Atlas should position 

himself relative to a valve prior to valve turning.  Referring 

back to Fig 3, the above kinematic analysis is what was used 

to specify Atlas’s goal pose relative to the valve. 

VII. NATURAL ADMITTANCE CONTROL FOR DUAL-ARM, 

NON-PREHENSILE MANIPULATION 

The above kinematic analysis motivated a strategy of 

palmar manipulation for valve turning.  However, this 

approach requires maintaining sufficient radial-force preload 

to achieve wheel-turning torque via palm friction.  Exerting 

and maintaining a preload force is impractical using position 

control, but this is readily accomplished with a compliant 

motion controller.  Atlas is equipped with 6-DOF wrist 

force/torque sensors, making force control a possibility.  

However, Atlas’s joints are electro-hydraulic, which 

presents challenges for achieving effective (stable and 

responsive) force control.   

 A particularly relevant prior effort appears in [13], 

describing torque feedback on electro-hydraulic joints of a 

Sarcos robot.  Atlas’ Moog hydraulic servo valves are 

similar to those of the Sarcos robot. In the Sarcos robot, 

joints were instrumented with force sensors at the actuator 

outputs.  Atlas, instead, senses internal fluid pressures 

differentially across actuator pistons for each actuator, from 

which one can infer net fluid force on an actuator.  However, 

this inferred effort does not include the influence of piston 

seal friction, which is substantial.   

To achieve good force responsiveness while assuring 

contact stability, even in contact with extremely stiff 

environments, we implemented a Natural Admittance 

Controller (NAC) [14].  Implementation required detailed 

system modeling, construction of a velocity observer, servo-

valve pressure feedback, and optimization of an inner 

velocity-control loop.  Velocity commands were then 

invoked according to the algorithm in [14] to achieve 

responsive and stable compliant-motion control.  Details of 

the implementation and performance are forthcoming.  In 

brief, the compliant motion controller was responsive to 

“attractor” trajectories acting on the system via “virtual” 

programmable springs and dampers.  Using this method, 

Atlas was able to perform dual-arm palmar manipulation of 

even delicate objects, such as eggs (see Fig 8).  This 

controller was also stable in contact with very stiff 

environments, including the steel valve wheel. 



  

 
 
Figure 8: Atlas using NAC to perform dual-arm palmar 

manipulation of a delicate object (raw egg) 

A view of Atlas manipulating the valve according to the 

optimized kinematic plan is shown in Fig 9.   

 
Figure 7: Atlas turning a valve with palmar manipulation, 

applying 30N squeeze force.  Valve is rotated 90 deg between 

re-grasps. 

During valve turning at low speed (approximately 80 

sec/rev), the wrist force-torque sensor data was analyzed in 

terms of the contact forces in the valve’s radial, axial and 

tangential direction.  These are shown in Fig 10 for the right 

hand.   

Humerus compliance under NAC was programmed to be 

30 N-m/rad, and the humerus attractor angle was offset by 

0.3 rad relative to the computed circular trajectory solution 

to produce the desired radial contact force.  Figure 10 shows 

the contact-force results over 4 cycles of regrasping and 

palmar manipulation, each of which achieved 90-deg of 

valve turning.  During free-space motions involving valve 

release, repositioning, and valve re-approach, the contact 

forces are all nearly zero (as expected).  During valve 

turning, the palms maintain contact with the wheel, and the 

radial forces are roughly constant at approximately 30 N.  

This provides enough squeezing force to achieve sufficient 

tangential friction force for valve turning.  At the same time, 

the axial forces remain acceptably low.  The combination of 

NAC control of the humerus joints and position control of 

the remaining joints achieves the objective for valve turning.  

When run at higher speeds, inertial effects are more 

pronounced, resulting in deviations from the force profiles of 

Fig 10. However, empirically, the same control policy and 

manipulation path plan worked at much higher speeds. 

 

 
Figure 8: right-hand forces during valve turning at 80sec/rev, 

expressed in valve-frame radial, tangential and axial directions. 

VIII. STATE MACHINE INTEGRATION  

Components of autonomous valve-turning included: user-

input for valve recognition; autonomous model fitting in 3-D 

point clouds for valve localization; whole-body goal pose 

specification relative to the valve; locomotion planning from 

initial pose to goal pose; execution of stepping per the 

motion plan; re-measurement/model fitting of the valve at 

the approach pose; execution of optimized compliant arm 

trajectory for valve turning via palmar manipulation; and 

multiple iterations of valve grasp/turn/release/regrasp to 

achieve the desired net valve rotation.  These components 

were integrated into a single, higher-level autonomous 

capability via a state-machine implementation using the 

SMACH library for ROS[16]. Figure 11 shows part of the 

graphical display of the state machine implementation for 

valve turning.   

We created SMACH states that wrap invocations of other 

nodes, including action servers, topic-based workflows and 

command-line tools, and pass the results to subsequent 

stages. In order to allow the user to supervise the execution, 

we created decorators that can be used to wrap certain states 

and prompt the user before a state is entered or before it is 

exited. For example, we use this to confirm the successful 

visual identification of a model of the valve wheel relative to 

the sensor data, as well as to visually validate a locomotion 

plan, as in Fig 3. If the user decides that the visual 



  

identification is not acceptable, they can intervene to correct 

the valve pose or motion plan prior to execution.  

 

 
Figure 9: partial view of graphical display of state machine 

implementation. 

IX. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND CONCLUSION  

Relative to Team HKU’s experience at the DRC trials, 

valve turning with Atlas is now both more robust and 

dramatically faster.  The timing breaks down as follows. 

Data acquisition from the rotating LIDAR is accumulated 

for approximately 8 seconds to obtain sufficient resolution 

for identification of the target valve. 

   User input to imply the valve-wheel location via a 

graphical interface requires approximately 7 seconds. Based 

on the user-provided estimate of valve pose, the ICP 

algorithm converges to a more accurate model pose in 

negligible time (approx. 10 msec, involving several thousand 

3-D sample points).  

A priori kinematic analysis yielded the conclusion that 

Atlas should position himself 0.6m in front of the valve, 

centered with respect to the valve axis, and that Atlas should 

squat as low as possible (for valves well below shoulder 

height).  This result implies the desired goal pose relative to 

the valve coordinates, providing the necessary specifications 

for computing a walking plan.  For simple cases 

(uncluttered, flat ground), the walking plan is generated in 

negligible time (mere milliseconds).   

The walking plan is displayed to the user for validation.  

For simple cases (uncluttered, flat floors), the operator can 

assess and approve the plan within seconds.   

Once the locomotion plan is approved, Atlas walks to the 

goal location for valve turning.  For locomotion, we are 

using behaviors provided by Boston Dynamics.  Quasi-static 

walking is extremely slow, requiring approximately 7 

seconds per step with a step size of 0.2m. The time required 

for stepping to the valve dominates the duration of the entire 

valve-turning task. 

At the conclusion of walking, Atlas ends up close to, but 

not exactly at the goal pose.  He therefore re-scans the scene 

to re-evaluate the relative pose.  The human operator is again 

called upon to review and approve (or edit) the identified 

valve pose.  Similar to initial identification, approximately 

10 seconds is consumed while acquiring sufficiently dense 

sampling and subsequent operator review. 

 Based on the perceived valve location relative to Atlas, a 

custom plan for valve rotation via palmar manipulation is 

computed for this pose. The manipulation trajectory 

computation requires less than 1 second as a C++ ROS node.   

 Finally, the valve manipulation plan is executed using 

palmar manipulation and compliant humerus joints.  To date, 

our fastest valve turning of an 18” diameter valve wheel 

requires approximately 10 seconds for one full revolution, 

which is competitive with human speeds.  This is a 

significant performance improvement over prior reported 

robotic valve turning of 90 seconds to turn 45 degrees [5].   

Overall, the valve-turning skill presented here has low 

communications bandwidth requirements, low operator load, 

and fast valve manipulation. By far, the current bottleneck in 

our execution speed is the time required to walk to the 

manipulation pose.  In the future, we hope to replace the 

Boston Dynamics walking behavior with a faster capability, 

after which the entire valve turning task should be achieved 

with speeds comparable to human performance.   
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